Introduction {#Sec1}
============

A number of systems may employ integrated waveguiding optics, formed in a planar dielectric layer, that also require directing light to objects external to the chip. In atomic physics these may include atom chips^[@CR1]^, broadly speaking, in which trapped atoms are manipulated in close proximity (typically 1--100 microns) to a chip which defines a trapping potential, or in planar ion trap devices^[@CR2]^, for scalable implementations of experiments relying on quantum control of individual trapped ion qubits^[@CR3],\ [@CR4]^. In such experiments, highly precise control over the beam profile is often necessary, a challenge especially when combined with the requirement for scalability. Other areas may include structures to create and efficiently illuminate large arrays of focused spots for certain microscopy techniques^[@CR5],\ [@CR6]^, waveguide-coupled arrays optical trapping potentials^[@CR7]^, components for optically-assisted data storage^[@CR8],\ [@CR9]^, or targeted delivery of light to multiple sites for biological experiments requiring optical inputs^[@CR10]^.

In this article, we detail the design and characterization of focusing grating devices similar to those recently employed for scalable trapped-ion qubit addressing^[@CR2]^. The designs presented here can be generated with simple numerical calculations and two-dimensional electromagnetic simulations of uniform periodic structures; hence designs can be drawn relatively rapidly, and this approach may serve as an efficient starting point for further numerical optimization. In contrast to previous work on similar waveguide devices generating focused beams^[@CR11]--[@CR16]^, these devices demonstrate precise tailoring of the transverse field profile and as a result, control over both low-intensity sidelobes and polarization purity of the beams generated.

Device design and fabrication {#Sec2}
=============================

In designing the devices, amplitude and phase shaping of the output is considered separately for the dimensions along and transverse to the propagation in the waveguide layer. Along the direction of propagation (*y* as labeled in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}), the emitted field profile is tailored via the local grating period (Λ) and duty cycle (DC), which together set the local angle of emission *θ* and grating strength *α* (defined such that along the length of a uniform grating the electric field magnitude would decay as *e* ^−*αy*^). We approximate the local *θ* and *α* as equal to those of a uniformly periodic grating with the same Λ and DC, accurate for gratings in which these parameters vary sufficiently slowly over length. To determine these parameters in the designs presented here, we use the standard paraxial-limit equations for Gaussian beam propagation to calculate the field in the waveguide plane, *E*(*y*, *z* = 0) = \|*E*(*y*)\|*e* ^*iϕ*(*y*)^, that would propagate to a focus with minimum beam waist *w* ~0~ = 2.0 *μ*m, *z* = 50 *μ*m above the waveguide plane and an angle *θ* = −30°. The corresponding wavenumber along *y* is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$1\,-\,\eta ={\int }_{0}^{L}\exp [-2\alpha (y)]{\rm{d}}y$$\end{document}$, with *L* the length of the grating.Figure 1Device overview. (**a**) Cross section. (**b**) Simulated field profile of the quasi-TE mode (field points predominantly horizontally, i.e. along *x*) of the SM waveguide feeding the taper, and (**c**) SEM of fabricated grating.

To relate the required *α*(*y*) and *θ*(*y*) to the physical grating parameters Λ(*y*) and DC (*y*) (which we define here as the fraction of a grating period where the Si~3~N~4~ is etched away and occupied by the low-index SiO~2~), 2D simulations of uniform periodic structures were carried out, from which the decay lengths (giving *α*) and emission angles are calculated as a function of Λ and DC. As long as the required *α*(*y*) and *θ*(*y*) for a desired focus location and height have values within the range achievable with the given waveguide thickness and index contrast, these 2D calculations can be used to uniquely match the grating parameters to the desired profile corresponding to the desired focus diffracted to the waveguide plane.

The results of such 2D calculations of uniform grating sections are shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, together with the physical grating parameters assembled from such calculations to result in focusing along both *x* and *y* to an approximately 2 *μ*m spot 50 *μ*m above the chip, and at an average angle in the *yz* plane of −30°. We choose an average *θ* \< 0, corresponding to emission with direction along *y* opposite that of the guided mode, so as to ensure no second diffraction order; we also avoid having *θ*(*y*) = 0 at any point along the grating, as this would correspond to strong second-order reflection into the feed waveguide and distortions of the output mode profile. This "reverse" emission also turns out to be essential for focusing given the the method used to define the grating arc radii, as discussed below.Figure 2Grating design parameters. (**a**) Simulated *α* and (**b**) *θ* as a function of grating period and DC; (**c**) Desired local *α* and (**d**) local *θ* to produce the intended focus for a grating 20 *μ*m-long along *y*; (**e**) and (**f**) inferred physical DC and Λ profiles to approximate the desired grating (black lines), together with polynomial fits used to specify the design.

The simulated efficiency of these devices (calculated as the upwards-radiated power divided by the incident) is 80%, taking advantage of the Si substrate as a reflector of downwards-radiated light (Fig. [1a](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) and using an average emission angle where, given the bottom oxide thickness here, constructive interference maximizes the grating strength (Fig. [2a and b](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). When the emission angle and bottom oxide thickness are such that the phase accumulated by the downwards-radiated and reflected light (dotted lines in Fig. [1b](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) is approximately a multiple of 2*π*, this constructive interference condition manifests as a maximum in grating strength (in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, at DC = 0.5 approximately Λ = 330 nm). In the absence of this bottom silicon layer, the simulated radiative efficiency of these designs would have been reduced to approximately 36%, owing to the symmetric upwards and downwards emission together with finite grating strength and length. That the efficiency with reflector is over double that without is due to the fact that in the case of constructive interference the reflector not only directs the light predominantly upwards, but increases the grating strength as well.

We note that although a few previous designs have employed interferometric methods to determine the grating line spacings^[@CR16]^, these do not generally account for the effects of high index-contrast in determining grating strengths and emission angles, or modifications of transverse field profile through the grating region; the method we have adopted here, particularly for the longitudinal design parameters (and in a fashion related to work on silicon photonic grating couplers to SM fibers^[@CR17],\ [@CR18]^), is directly applicable to high index-contrast structures.

The width of the device along the transverse direction (*x* as labeled in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) is chosen such that at the center of the grating (where the emission amplitude is maximized), the approximately cosine-shaped field profile corresponding to the wide waveguide region is maximally matched to that of the diffracted beam in the waveguide plane. Based on the overlap of a Gaussian profile of waist *w* ~*g*~ (the diffracted beam's waist in the waveguide plane) with a cosine with period 2*w* ~*c*~ (corresponding to the fundamental mode of a waveguide of width *w* ~*c*~), this results in *w* ~*c*~ ≈ 2.84*w* ~*g*~.

Transverse focusing is controlled by the curvature of the grating arcs. To minimize distortion of the field profile as it propagates through the grating region, the gratings presented here are designed such that the radius of curvature of each parabolic grating arc (*y* \~ −*x* ^2^/2*R*) is equal to the distance from the start of the taper; since the guided field expands through the taper such that the radius of curvature as a function of distance from the taper start is approximately equal to that distance, this condition approximately ensures that each grating arc is parallel to the phase front incident on it (or perpendicular to the effective rays propagating through the structure as illustrated in Fig. [1c](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). We approximately predict the height of the focus based on the radius of the arc at the center of the grating longitudinally (which we call *R* ~*g*~), where the emission amplitude is engineered to be maximum (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}); the radius of curvature of the phase fronts emitted, along the radiated beam's direction of propagation, are expected to be roughly *R* ~*i*~ = −*R* ~*g*~/sin(*θ*). This and the waveguide width *w* ~*c*~, together with the standard equations for Gaussian beam propagation give a prediction of the transverse focal height and width.

As shown below, this constraint on radii serves to reduce the strength of low-intensity sidelobes in the beam profile away from the focus as compared to devices in which this constraint on the radii was not imposed^[@CR2]^. However, it imposes a constraint on the position of the focus. It results in focusing only when the emission angle *θ* \< 0; in the opposite case (perhaps more easily fabricated in some cases since forward emission corresponds to a larger grating period) the constant phase surfaces of the profile expanding through the taper coinciding with the grating arcs would correspond to a diverging radiated beam. More precisely, when the distance from the grating to the focus is larger than a Rayleigh range, curvature constrained as described above results in focuses positioned approximately along the vertical (*z*) above the start of the taper (with a height set by the longitudinal grating parameters and emission angle). This constraint is not required for focusing action in general, however and methods related to those presented e.g. in refs [@CR16] and [@CR19] may be employed to choose curvatures to focus at other locations, though with a tradeoff in sidelobe suppression unless otherwise compensated.

Devices are fabricated starting with silicon wafers coated with 1.5 *μ*m of thermal oxide, followed by 120 nm of stoichiometric, LPCVD Si~3~N~4~. Electron-beam lithography is performed with a 125 keV system (Elionix ELS-F125) using HSQ resist developed with a mixture of NaCl and NaOH^[@CR20]^. Reactive ion etching is performed with CHF~3~ and O~2~ gases, followed by PECVD cladding deposition of SiO~2~ using TEOS precursor.

Results {#Sec3}
=======

The grating emission is characterized by imaging the emission in a microscope using 50x objective with a 0.95 NA. This NA implies an acceptance cone half-angle of 72°, large enough to ensure the emission of the couplers is collected. A series of images is taken scanning the focal plane of the imaging system up from the waveguide layer, and the resulting stacks of images are integrated along *x* or *y* to yield intensity profiles along *y* and *x*, respectively, similar in principle to a "knife-edge" measurement at each height. In these measurements the *z* = 0 height was identified by focusing on the waveguide plane, and images of the emission were taken at increments along *z* of 2.0 *μ*m as measured with a differential micrometer with a resolution of 0.5 *μ*m. The resulting profiles are shown in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, showing focusing behavior along both dimensions, and an average emission angle of *θ* ≈ −27°. By collecting the emitted beam on a photodiode and comparing to the input power, and normalizing for the loss of the input coupler and waveguide feeding the focuser, we estimate the physically realized efficiency of radiation into the focused beam to be 70 ± 15% (with uncertainty due to variation in total waveguide transmission on this sample), in reasonable agreement with simulation.Figure 3Measured "knife-edge"-like beam profiles (**a**) along *y* and (**b**) *x* showing focusing behavior along both dimensions.

The spot was characterized in detail at the designed height of *z* = 50 *μ*m. The inset in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows the measured intensity profile here, together with intensity profiles along *x* and *y*. The Gaussian fits to the main lobes (shown in grey dotted lines) indicate a waist of *w* = 2.0 *μ*m along *x*; along *y* the Gaussian fit has a 2.3 *μ*m 1/*e* ^2^ half-width, which corresponds also to *w* = 2.0 *μ*m after accounting for the propagation along this direction. These fits indicate the device focuses approximately as designed along both dimensions. The minimum averaged waists are realized actually at about 54 *μ*m along *y* and 40 *μ*m along *x*, likely owing to the approximations utilized in the design approach described above; to compensate for this discrepancy if necessary, *θ*(*y*) could be adjusted to more closely match the focal height along *x* based e.g. on full 3D simulations. However, even with the approximations here, the offsets in focal height are within a Rayleigh range of 50 *μ*m and the difference in beam waist with respect to that at 50 *μ*m is small.Figure 4Intensity profiles along *x* (**a**) and *y* (**b**) imaged at a height of *z* = 50 *μ*m. The inset shows the recorded intensity profile at this height, with the solid and dotted lines corresponding to the horizontal axes for (**a**) and (**b**) respectively. In each case the measured data points (black circles) are taken from a set of images with exposure times varying by a factor of 400 to allow sufficient dynamic range. Ideal Gaussian fits with 1/*e* ^2^ half-widths of 2.0 *μ*m (**a**) and 2.3 *μ*m (**b**) are shown in the dotted gray lines, as well as in (**a**) the result of a 1D diffraction integral calculation (solid red line) for the intensity profile resulting from the cosine-shape field profile expected along *x* in the grating region.

The intensity profiles plotted in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} result from a series of images with exposure times varying by a factor of 400, and with dark frames subtracted, to allow sufficient dynamic range to resolve the intensity up to ±25 *μ*m from the center. Along the transverse direction (*x*, along which focusing is controlled by the grating line curvature), we plot this data together with the result of a 1D diffraction integral calculation showing the expected profile at this height accounting for the effect of the finite "aperture" corresponding to the finite grating width. Since a wide waveguide's fundamental mode profile approximates a cosine profile in the core, we calculate the diffraction from a cosine profile with zeros at ±9 *μ*m, corresponding to the diffraction from the center of the grating region where the emitted intensity is designed to be maximum. The resulting profile is plotted in the red line in Fig. [4(a)](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}, and the close correspondence of this envelope with the measured points indicates that, along *x*, the profile even in the low-intensity sidelobes is very nearly diffraction-limited.

This is a significant improvement in sidelobe suppression over the performance of the device previously presented^[@CR2]^, which is due to the condition imposed here on the radius of curvature as described above, which minimizes distortions of the transverse profile of the guided field propagating through the grating region. Along the longitudinal direction, the emitted field profile is controlled by the period and duty cycle of the grating and the low-intensity sidelobes are not as well suppressed, but we still observe values below 10^−3^ beyond 10 *μ*m from the focus. Further optimization of these designs may allow improvement beyond the mode purity achieved here, or minimizing intensities at particular distances from the center. However, we expect these designs may already be applicable with advantages in performance, as for typical ion experiments a high degree of control over the sidelobes is necessary only along one dimension (the trap axis), and along *x* the profile here is already a significant improvement over what has been achieved in ion experiments^[@CR3],\ [@CR4]^. That a straightforward, intuitive design method achieves this performance along *x* may be a significant aid to practical design of experiments.

Designs with higher effective NA, achieved by either reducing the focus height or increasing the emitting area, should result in tighter focuses; the angular spectrum in the present devices is not yet at a limit set by total internal reflection at the oxide-air interface, which would allow *w* ~0~ well below 1 *μ*m. For tighter focuses, for a given grating waveguide width (proportional to emitting aperture diameter) the constraint on curvature radius here may not be practical (i.e. it may result in tapers expanding at a greater angle than the divergence angle corresponding to the the SM waveguide mode), and in these cases the desired focusing behavior may be achieved at a trade-off with sidelobe suppression.

Finally, we characterize the polarization purity in the focal region. Owing to the dominant polarization of the mode feeding the taper, the radiated field is expected to be polarized predominantly along *x*; furthermore, the SM waveguide mode has a dominant *x* component that is even about the *yz*-plane, with smaller *y*- and *z*-directed fields which are odd about this plane. Owing to the symmetry of the taper and grating about the *yz*-plane this symmetry is preserved as the field propagates through the structure (effective rays propagating through the structure illustrated in Fig. [1(c)](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, with accompanying *E*-field, showing the odd symmetry in the *y*-directed components), and hence at the center of the radiated beam in the *yz* plane the components other than along *x* should be zero.

A rotating polarizer inserted in to the microscope allows us to image only the light with polarization along *x*, or that along the other orthogonal component also transverse to the propagation direction (primarily along *y*). Images obtained at *z* = 50 *μ*m with the polarizer oriented along *x* and *y* are shown in Fig. [5(a) and (b)](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}, with a trace along the *y* = 0 axis in Fig. [5(c)](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}. The *x*-polarized profile closely reproduces the patterns obtained with no polarizer inserted, and the null in the *y*-polarized light at *x* = 0, as well as the side-lobes near ±2 *μ*m owing to the weak *y*-directed field components in the grating region, are consistent with the argument above. We measure a minimum of \<3 × 10^−4^ in relative intensity, likely limited by the extinction of the polarizer used here (\~1 × 10^−4^), and the birefringence of the microscope objective, not a low-stress objective optimized for polarization microscopy.Figure 5Measured intensity profiles when imaging (**a**) only the dominant *x*-oriented polarization and (**b**) the orthogonal transverse polarization (with the polarizer oriented along *y*); color bars are scaled differently for each plot but correspond to the same scale. (**c**) Cross section along *y* = 0, showing intensity (relative to the peak of the *x*-polarized intensity) in each component along *x*; black circles are points measured with the polarizer oriented along *x*, and red those with the polarizer oriented along *y*.

Discussion {#Sec4}
==========

Our observations indicate that these devices can produce beams with a high degree of polarization purity at the center of the focus. We note that we have imaged in the far-field the intensity in the two components transverse to the propagation direction, and our measurement is not sensitive to the longitudinal components that generally arise locally in the focal region when beams are tightly focused^[@CR21]^; measurement of relative excitation rates on transitions involving different sublevels in an atom or an ion moved through the focal region could allow precise probing of the polarization profile in all three dimensions.

Previous work has shown that photolithography and, more specifically, full CMOS processes can be leveraged to produce photonic structures like those presented here^[@CR22],\ [@CR23]^, often benefitting from optical proximity correction techniques for fine features^[@CR24]^; the dimensions in the devices here should be achievable with the photolithography used for current 14-nm processes. Hence, in a slightly customized process with a patternable layer suitable for visible-wavelength waveguides (like the Si~3~N~4~ used here), it should be possible to integrate such devices on silicon substrates with multi-layer CMOS ion traps^[@CR25]^ for large-scale QIP systems based on such devices, or perhaps with CMOS photodiodes for wide-field microscopy.

The precision with which the transverse profile is formed here is comparable to that demonstrated with assemblies based on digital micromirror device arrays for optical lattice experiments^[@CR26]^, and should be generally useful for highly precise definition of static optical potentials from compact and scalable devices, and without the need for additional high-NA bulk optics. Further extensions may include generating circular polarizations using either two separate couplers or ideas similar to those used in polarization-splitting couplers^[@CR27]^, as well as more complex optical profiles; for example, Hermite-Gaussian beams could be obtained along either dimension by feeding the taper and grating with higher-order waveguide modes, or shaping the longitudinal grating profile correspondingly. In general these results demonstrate the possibility for high index-contrast waveguide devices to produce precisely tailored and tightly focused beams near a chip surface, using an intuitive and relatively simple design approach, and in a fashion that should be scalable to complex geometries.
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